
Digital Gold, Actual Gold. 
You can have both.



When everyone’s digging for gold, it’s good 
to be in the shovel business. It’s the 

modern day gold rush, and we’re selling 
the shovels.



Apraemio is a new cryptocurrency backed 
by a growing supply of gold

Apraemio has mining rights in Mali, Africa

The forecasted gram/tonne gold supply in 
our mining area is 5 g/t, which is 
sensational

Apraemio’s token is APRA and by 
purchasing you are funding the gold 
mining operations



Market state and
our offering



State of market

Only 8% of the top 50 
cryptocurrencies are backed 

with some sort of value 
proposition (dollar) and none 

of them are backed by 
precious metals.

Inflation rate hikes to 8.8% 
in 2022 which is the 

highest rate since 1996

People are looking for new 
ways to invest, crypto is the 

way to get greater ROI



Combining the best of both 
worlds - the stability and 

popularity of gold and the 
innovation and 

people-ownership of crypto, 
loved by millions

Bringing a hybrid 
combination of tried 

and trusted technology 
and cutting-edge 
digital solutions

Delivering expert 
solutions, backed by 

science, years of research 
and 20 years of 

experience

Our solution



Why invest in 
Apraemio?



Why invest in Apraemio?

TOP 10 crypto market 
cap down 64% in 2022

Gold backed tokens’ market 
cap increased up to 75% in 
2022 - in a bear market



Stability of gold over the years
Gold is a solid investment in time of uncertainty, which provides stability.

The price for gold has 
been rising in the last 

decade like never before. 

Gold has historically beaten 
significant market indexes 

such as the S&P 500.



How are we different?

Our parent company Arteus Capital Holding has served over 7000 clients in the 
past 2 decades and became the market leader for gold investment in the Central 
European region.

Research

In the Apraemio ecosystem our partner companies have more than 20 years of 
experience with gold. Green Gold System has close ties with Malian authorities, 
which led us to win an exclusive concession for 30 years. The region where we 
have the exploitation license, contains approximately 800 metric tons of gold 
deposits. We have the manufacturing, research, and drilling operations in place 
and ready to generate money.

5% of the total APRA supply will be dedicated exclusively to charity helping 
the lives of the people of Mali, our mining site. We are constantly working to 
improve the overall living conditions and create new jobs for them.

Exploratory rights

Giving back



By establishing a cryptocurrency 
with real-world utility, we 
integrate blockchain technology 
with the financial sustainability of 
gold. By investing in our token, you 
are investing in a solid asset 
backed by gold. 

Traditional investing with future 
technology. Best of both worlds.



How does it work

     What?

Apraemio owns mining rights to a physical gold mine in 
Mali, which has one of the largest gold reserves 
discovered in Africa. We have long-standing 
relationships with distributors, as well as with 
experienced mining firms and municipal authorities. 
We understand how to organize risk-averse and 
profitable gold mining.

     For Who?

Apraemio allows investors to have an inflation-resilient 
cryptocurrency investment backed by real-world value 
and brings predictable, continuous profits.

All you have to do is buy APRA tokens, and you 
immediately become an investor of our mining 
operations. Apraemio's gold redemption program 
benefits our stakeholders by ensuring you receive 50% of 
the mined precious metal.

Primarily the funds will be used to finance gold drilling and mining, as well as our unique gold discovery research 
program and the development of APRA The funding will directly facilitate our mining and thus will make our 
business function.



Gold redemption programme
At the heart of the ecosystem is our Gold Redemption Programme that offers token holders the possibility to 
exchange their APRA tokens for real gold mined through our exploration project with large proven reserves.



Financial breakdown of investments
Total: 1 billion APRA



Business insights and 
future plans



Journey of Apraemio
Green Gold System 
Europe SARL was 

established in 2014 in 
Bamako, Mali, more than 

1200 samples were 
taken, more than 6000 

meters drilled

In 2016 we partnered up 
with a vertical 

multispectral forecast 
company ( VMF) to apply 

their revolutionary 
technology

In December 2021 
we gathered our 

team of 
cryptocurrency 

experts to create 
our utility token 

APRA

Q3 2023, Listing of 
APRA on 

centralized 
exchanges, Launch 

of the Apraemio 
blockchain platform

Q1 2023 Start of 
drilling activities, 

Blockchain 
development, 

Additional use cases 
for APRA

2025 First exchange 
round for APRA 

token holders for 
gold (The gold 

redemption 
programme)



Financial breakdown of investments
Funds from initial sales: 25M

How are these funds spent?



Team & expertise



The Team
Advisory Board

GotBit - market making, web3 
advising

Crypto-Vergleich German 
Crypto consultancy with over 
100+ million Euros invested in 
their projects

Demandgen - market leader 
in web3 performance 
marketing in the region

Omnimorphs Hungarian NFT 
team sold 2 million dollars 
worth of NFTs

Zoltán Varga Mihály Tóth

László Szenthe

CEO CFO

Technical Lead

Tamás Kis

Márton Szabó Gábor Batiz

COO

Social Media Manager Sales Manager

Mera - Consulting and VC 
focused company that 
specialises in onboarding 
clients on CEX and VC funds



Contact Us

Tamás Kis

COO

t.kis@apraemio.com

Arteus Capital

H-1134, Budapest

Róbert Károly krt.  59.

+36 (1) 814 21 29



Digital Gold, Actual Gold. 
Dig in!


